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Space Wordsearches
The Ultimate Space Word Search CollectionThis word search puzzle book contains over 50
word searches packed with words that are all about Space and everything it contains.
Complete word searches about: Planets, Moons and our Solar System Astronauts Stars,
Galaxies and Constellations Spacecraft and Comets Astronomy and Telescopes Meteors and
Satellites And much, much more! Every aspect of space and its exploration are included in this
amazing word search book. This is a book that will be loved by anyone who has been
fascinated by Space and its wonders. Begin your Ultimate Space Word Search quest today!
Hereʼs a collection designed to drive car-crazy kids wild with joy. Not only does it feature
fabulous word-search puzzles that focus on vehicles, but with two pages devoted to every
entry, thereʼs plenty of room for background information on each car and truck, too. The
garageful of hot rides range from the Ford Model T to a tractor trailer, and include dump trucks
and concrete mixers, a life-saving ambulance and fire engine, the breakthrough 1912 Cadillac,
known as the Phaeton, campers and motor homes, and much more.
A supersized puzzle book for big word search fans! If you're an avid word searcher who
finishes the average puzzle book in no time, you'll be delighted by The Everything Giant Book
of Word Searches, Volume 11. The latest collection from puzzlemaster Charles Timmerman is
packed with more than 300 brand-new easy to challenging puzzles. Each puzzle has a fun and
engaging theme, including literature, popular culture, nature, history, and geography. No
matter what your ability level, these word puzzles will help you improve memory, vocabulary,
and problem-solving skills. With this huge collection, you'll always find the perfect puzzle to suit
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your mood!
A fact-packed fun book of space themed puzzles. Test your knowledge and get thinking with
this fact-packed National Geographic Kids fun book of space themed puzzles. Inside are braintickling quizzes as well as number games, crosswords and word searches, with fascinating
facts along the way.
The Everything Giant Book of Word Searches Volume II
Awesome Word Search Puzzles for Kids
Outer Space Word Search Puzzle Book
Challenging Word Search Puzzles for Kids
Searches and Scrambles Activity Puzzle Book
75 Uplifting Puzzles to Reduce Stress, Improve Focus, and Sharpen Your Mind
Based on Favorite Books

300 Word Search Puzzles puts your trivia knowledge to the test
with 300 fun-filled word searches that will keep you on your
toes for hours a time!
The top-selling teacher resource line The 100+ Series(TM)
features over 100 reproducible activities in each book!
--Crosswords and word searches have become popular means for
teaching words, terms, and concepts. They've become popular for
two reasons: they are enjoyable and they work. The topics in
this collection cover the basic terms and concepts usually
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taught at the second through fourth grade level. The crossword
and word search puzzles in this book cover a wide variety of
subjects across the curriculum. A few examples of the topics
included are vowel sounds, compound words, holidays, math terms,
and astronomy terms.
Everything word search books are more popular than ever! Due to
popular demand, puzzlemaster Charles Timmerman has come up with
a brand-new collection, packed with more than 300 word searches.
This book is sure to excite gamers of all ability levels, while
helping to improve vocabulary, memory, and problem-solving
skills. Each puzzle features a fun and engaging theme, like
sports, trivia, favorite foods, and pop culture. With such a
huge range of topics to choose from, there's a puzzle here for
everyone. This book is the perfect companion for word search
fans who can't get enough of these addicting pencil puzzles.
There are ordinary word searches... and then there are these
created especially for kids by Mark Danna. What makes them
special? For starters, many of them have shapes that relate to
their themes: a penguin, a rocket ship, a wedding cake, a
volcano, or some other appealing design. Best of all, every one
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of the 52 puzzles delivers a hidden payoff: After all the hidden
words and phrases have been correctly circled, the remaining
letters spell out a fascinating fact, a wacky joke, a tongue
twister, or something else guaranteed to raise a smile. A
surefire hit for kids who enjoy a challenge.
Outer Space Word Search
Giant Word Search Puzzle Book of Notable Black Firsts and Facts
More Than 200 Fun, Quick Word Search Puzzles
The Everything Movie Word Search Book
The Best Stars, Galaxies and Astronauts Wordsearches for Both
Adults and Children
Just the Facts: Earth and Space Science, Grades 4 - 6
Word Search Puzzles with Large Print for Kids - Space Coloring
Pages and Word Scramble
A fun and engaging word search puzzle book for all ages! Try to solve
the 68 puzzles related to outer space! (60 word searches and 8 word
scrambles) Features: -Space Theme: Contains individually themed
searches featuring planets, astronauts, spacecraft, satellites,
galaxies, moons and much more! -Large Size: 8.5x11" dimensions for
easy reading and solving! -Medium Challenge: The word searches are set
at a medium difficulty so they can be played by any age group! The
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words are found in any direction but are limited to a 15x15 grid. -68
Puzzles with Solutions: This book contains many hours of fun with 70
puzzles to solve with over 850 individual words to be found! Makes a
perfect gift for any word search lovers or space fans that are in your
life!
Boost your health and happiness through the power of positive play.
Discover goodies galore to enjoy inside. Insightful inspiring stories.
Secret messages. Brain training fun. Positive affirmations to help
make your life better. Chicken soup for your brain and heart, Life
Wisdom Word Search invites you to play! Who would have thought that
practicing mental yoga, turbocharging creativity, and empowering
personal mastery could be so much fun? Featuring life wisdom messages
from sixty extraordinary authors from ages seven to ninety-four, these
sixty puzzles make every page both a challenge to be solved and a
meditation for self-realization. It gets even better! Once all words
are found, a hidden message is revealed—a powerful, wise quote to
affirm each author’s story. Plus, find fascinating facts and
enlightening insights inside, providing tasty food for thought. This
book can help you: Stay sharp with a more flexible brain. Bring more
peace and happiness into your life with inspiring, mindful messages.
Reduce the risk of early onset dementia and Alzheimer’s disease. Have
fun with a purpose. Both a profound philosophy and fun puzzle book,
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Life Wisdom Word Search is yoga for the brain that stretches your
mind, nourishes your soul, and touches your heart. Complete the sixty
puzzles inside. In the process, discover that you have also solved the
most important puzzle of all…you!
Engage scientists in grades 4–6 and prepare them for standardized
tests using Just the Facts: Earth and Space Science. This 128-page
book covers concepts including rocks and minerals, weathering,
fossils, plate tectonics, earthquakes and volcanoes. Other topics
include oceans, the atmosphere, weather and climate, humans and the
environment, and the solar system. It includes activities that build
science vocabulary and understanding, such as crosswords, word
searches, graphing, creative writing, vocabulary puzzles, and
analysis. An answer key and a standards matrix are also included. This
book supports National Science Education Standards and aligns with
state, national, and Canadian provincial standards.
Over 100 fun wordsearches with bright, cartoon-style illustrations.
300 Word Search Puzzles
60 Themed Brain Builder Games Easy to Read
50 Fun-filled Crosswords & Word Searches
More Than 300 Word Search Puzzles for Hours of Fun!
The Everything Giant Book of Word Searches, Volume V
An Amazing 80 Large Print Word Searches for Kids to Learn about Space
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Theme,Space Facts, Astronomy, Stars and More!
Skills for School Word Searches, Grades K - 1
Enjoy the calming, satisfying task of solving word search puzzles while staying mindful and
centered with these meaningful word lists derived from a quote, meditation, or affirmation
designed to help you stay present. Concentrating on a word search can be as effective as
meditation for relieving stress. The Everything Mindful Word Search Book, Volume 1 takes
this already peaceful activity even further. Each puzzle features words from a quote that
explores and celebrates mindfulness. With guided meditations, positive affirmations, and
reflections on gratitude, self-realization, and happiness, you will find a treasure trove of
positive, mindful activities that give you a sense of peace and accomplishment. Take your
mindfulness to the next level with these entertaining, serene puzzles that foster a positive
mindset all day long.
Word Search Books for Kids 9-12 is Activities Workbooks for 9 10 11 12 year olds. Have fun
with discover easy words a buried treasure of hidden words. Circle a word puzzle books!
Your children can show what sharp eyes they have with this huge collection of easy word
searches puzzle book for kids. Good word find books for 4th 5th 6th 7th grade or even
homeschool. Each has a different group of words theme. We highly recommend this word
find puzzles.
50 space-themed word searches for curious, clever, cosmos-loving kids.With puzzles
covering asteroids, astronauts, milky way, meteorites, comets, constellations, satellites &
space junk, there's an interstellar word search for every knowledge-hungry kid. Fascinating
fun facts about our incredible galaxy, astronomy and science accompany every word search.
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This book is a large format edition in A4 with 50 astronomical word search puzzles in easy-toread text with solutions at the back if you need some help. Including both easy and harder
brain-teasing puzzles with some tricky space jargon, these word searches make an ideal gift
for clever kids. Perfect for children aged 6-12. You may also enjoy: Word search Book For
Kids 6-12: Ultimate Animals Word search Book For Kids 6-12: Bizarre Bugs
Front of the Class Word Searches for kindergarten to grade 1 gives kids a brain boost as
they search puzzles for words using clever clues. These word puzzles encourage
concentration while building alphabet comprehension, word recognition, and thinking skills.
--Filled with hours of hidden word activities, Word Searches engages children by stimulating
the learning process. Each activity in this 320-page book challenges learners to focus on the
task at hand while strengthening the reading, writing, and communication skills they need
for academic success. These games will flex childrenÕs mental muscles as they explore
topics and themes such as animals, people, places, food, weather, sounds, feelings, sports,
toys, shapes, colors, and more. --The Front of the Class activity book series combines
education and entertainment with colorful word searches, word games, crossword puzzles,
mazes, dot-to-dots, and number games. These books are full of challenging puzzles that
help children master essential critical thinking skills. Portable, age-appropriate, and
entertaining, Front of the Class activity books provide a fun and convenient learning format
that children can use at home or on the go.
Word Search Books for Kids 6-8
Widen Your Vocabulary in English
100 Word Search Puzzles for Fun and Relaxation
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Word Search Puzzles for Kids Activities Workbooks Age 6 7 8 Year Olds
Crosswords and Wordsearches, Grades 2 - 4
Fun Game Word Search 50 Puzzles Books
Space Word Search for Adults

Over 100 fun wordsearches with bright, cartoon-style illustrations. This is a
fun way to help young readers to recognize word patterns, with the level of
challenge increasing gradually through the book.
This giant word search book for children contains over 50 pages of easy, large
print word search puzzles, designed for kids ages 6-11. There are at least 10
words to search for in each puzzle with words varying in length from 4-10
letters long. This Jumbo Word Search Book features: Over 50 easy
puzzles(8.5"x11") that are perfect for kids and seniors, or anyone looking for
simple (but fun!) word search puzzles. Kid-approved puzzles with a variety of
themes like Nature, Planets and Sports.Answers to each word find puzzle can
easily be found at the back of the book.Word Search Books for Kids are
perfect for: Christmas Stocking Stuffers Birthday Gifts for Boys and Girls Gift
Bags, Goody Bags & Party Favors for Kids Your child will love searching for
familiar words with this exciting puzzle book for kids! Click The Add to Cart
Button at the Top Right of the Screen.
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A fact-packed fun book of transport themed puzzles. Test your knowledge and
get thinking with this fact-packed National Geographic Kids fun book of
transport themed puzzles. Inside are brain-tickling quizzes as well as number
games, crosswords and word searches, with fascinating facts along the way.
Just Puzzling! Crosswords & Word Searches is a fun and educational way to
entertain your child anywhere he or she may go! This colorful activity book
will provide your child with hours of entertainment and skill-building practice.
The engaging, full-color activity pages reinforce the basics of reading and
math, for children ages 6 and up, through crosswords and word searches.
These challenging puzzles are designed to help your child master critical
thinking skills and improve concentration. With fun and learning on every
page, Just Puzzling! is a win-win for you and your child! Answer key included.
96 pages.
Space Word Search Book for Kids Ages 9-12
Over 300 Word Search Puzzles for Hours of Challenging Fun!
Puzzle Book Travel
Crosswords & Word Searches, Ages 6 - 9
Stress Less Word Search - Travel Puzzles
The Everything Mindful Word Search Book, Volume 1
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Word Search For Kids Space Theme
Word search 50 stimulating puzzles together with all answer and high quality paper
large print for adult stimulating puzzles with overlapping words.The search words
include animals, flowers, fruits, breakfast, day& months simple words and some
tough ones for your adult to improve their vocabulary. Time of entertainment to
stimulate the brain for adults Find and circle the words.
What makes these 56 word search puzzles so extraordinary, so completely
AWESOME? For the first time ever, every single one comes in a picture shape that
relates to the puzzle's theme. So, you'll get such shapes as an ice cream cone (for
"Here's the Scoop"); a bowling ball and pin ("Right Up Your Alley"); a snowman
("Snowed In"); and a boat ("For Sail"). And there's more: some of the puzzles have
rebuses and other gimmicks, and every single puzzle contains a secret message. To
see what that message says, go to the grid, find and circle all the phrases on the
word list, then read all the uncircled letters from left to right, top to bottom, to spell
out a "punny" answer to a riddle, humorous thought, or fun fact. (The letters are in
order--but you have to figure out how the letters get divided into words.) That's
what makes this collection a real, Mensa-level challenge!
A new GIANT collection of our most popular puzzles! Puzzlers, get your pencils
ready—The Everything Giant Book of Word Searches, Volume V is here! Created by
puzzlemaster Charles Timmerman, this latest collection is packed with more than
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300 brand-new word search puzzles that feature fun and engaging themes,
including: Literature Popular culture Nature History Geography Get ready to
challenge yourself and improve your memory, vocabulary, and problem-solving
skills, all while having fun. This giant collection is the perfect companion for word
search fans who can't get enough of these entertaining puzzles.
Word Search Books for Kids 6-8 is Activities Workbooks for 6 7 8 year olds. Have
fun with discover easy words a buried treasure of hidden words. Circle a word
puzzle books! Your children can show what sharp eyes they have with this huge
collection of easy word searches puzzle book for kids. Good word find books for kids
preschool, kindergarten, 1st 2nd 3rd 4th grade or even homeschool. Each has a
different group of words theme. We highly recommend this word find puzzles.
Large Print Outer Space and Astronomy Word Search Puzzle Book
Wordsearches
Life Wisdom Word Search
Cars and Trucks Word Search
Over 300 Brand-new Puzzles for the Ultimate Word Search Fan
Fun Facts Puzzle Activity Book For Primary School Children
The Everything Easy Word Search Book
Look up, down, and across - for F-U-N! Get ready to sit back,
relax, and engage your brain with The Everything Easy Word
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Search Book! This book is filled with 200 easy (but not too
easy!) puzzles that are sure to add a little fun to your day.
Covering an array of entertaining subjects, you'll love finding
solutions to puzzle themes like: It's Delicious Word Play Sports
The Physical World People In the House And more! Perfect for any
time, this collection of word searches is a must-have for fans
like you who can't get enough of these addicting puzzles!
Word Searches features 64 pages activities that highlight words
essential for early reading readiness and vocabulary
development, as well as improve attention skills. The Skills for
School series makes learning simple with colorful illustrations
and step-by-step directions. Each book focuses on different
early learning skills, allowing you to choose the book that best
fits your child’s areas of improvement. The practice pages
include fun activities that help build your child’s confidence
in the subject matter and school. Each book also includes fun
stickers that are great for motivating and rewarding your child.
Discover how you can extend your kids vocabulary and develop
word recognition with these hours of fun space theme word
searches Book updated- As there are complain of an inappropriate
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word in the outer space joke section, we have since removed some
words. Do you want to make your child work faster? Do you want
to boost their working memory in their spare time? Do you want
to reinforce spellings in your child's mind? If so, then you've
come to the right place. In this book, Suzanne Toya introduces
you 80 space theme word search puzzles which will bring your
kids to go beyond our planet and explore fun topic of outer
space, fun facts, science and many more. And according to the
2007 Harvard Business Review article, it states the benefits of
solving word search puzzle can develop your kid's skill at
pattern recognition. Here's just a tiny fraction of what you'll
discover: More than 10 fascinating facts about space Everything
that is orbiting our Sun Fun science facts for kids Have a fun
time exploring astronomy and the universe What to do when you
are bored in space? Perfect for gift, vacation, birthday idea,
long car rides and travel book and many more! This book
features: 80 fun and educational word searches of space theme
Find more than 1000+ words by solving the puzzle Cute
Illustrations in every puzzle It is large print to prevent eye
strain for kids The answer is provided at the back of the page
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As hard as it will be to believe, solving these word search
puzzles can release stress, enhancing creativity and learn new
words while still being able to have fun So if you have the
desire to start exploring outside the planet earth by solving
these never-ending 80 fun puzzles, then scroll up and click "Add
to Cart"
? ? ? Kids love word search puzzles since it is fun to find the
words and also helps them to improve their ? ? ? Word
recognition Increase spelling skills Visual differentiation
Vocabulary This word search for kids puzzle book is entirely
space theme-based. The book introduces your child to many new
words that are related to outer space. This book also contains
space-themed coloring pages, word scramble, along with word
search. It helps your child to enjoy and complete the book
entirely without feeling bored. The book structure allows your
child to grasp the information playfully. Contents of the book
at a glance: 52-word search puzzles with space illustrations
Eight words for each puzzle Large print puzzles A mix of small
and big words in each puzzle Ten coloring pages Twelve-word
scramble pages The book provides a fun-filled way to enjoy the
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free time.
Crosswords & Word Searches, Ages 7 - 11
Fun activities, puzzles, and investigations!
Planets & Space Activity Book: Word Searches, Coloring Pages,
Crossword Puzzles
More Than 300 Puzzles for Hours of Word Search Fun!
Word Search 50 Puzzles Books Large Print & All Answer Game
The Everything Giant Book of Word Searches, Volume 12
Word Searches For Dummies
Your ticket to relaxing puzzle fun! Stress Less Word Search Travel Puzzles will inspire you to
find relaxation in 100 all-new word puzzles. Finding, circling, or highlighting words in any of the
100 brand-new word search puzzles helps to quiet anxious minds in a creative, relaxing, and
therapeutic way. Featuring themes such as: Himalayas Food Around America Castle Visit Ski
Trip Relaxing Getaways National Parks in the U.S. Each stress-reducing page contains an all-new
puzzle featuring an engaging theme, including fast-paced cities, quiet country destinations, and
favorite vacation activities. Soon, you'll be able to shift focus to a relaxing and fun activity as you
concentrate on finding all the words to complete the puzzle. Whether you're new to word search
puzzles or have been enjoying them for years, this book will help you find inner calm and
creativity--one page at a time.
Famous lines, glamorous stars, and unforgettable characters! Movie buffs will love the latest
Everything word search book. Great film moments, characters, and locations are incorporated
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into 150 fun movie-based puzzles. Each jam-packed puzzle is based on a popular movie,
including: Gone with the Wind Napoleon Dynamite To Kill a Mockingbird The Graduate P.S. I
Love You Million-Dollar Baby Pirates of the Caribbean: The Curse of the Black Pearl Gamers of
all ability levels will relive their favorite movies in this wordsearch book. This entertaining
collection provides hours of fun for puzzlers young and old!
Word search lovers can't seem to get enough of their favorite puzzles! This book is the latest
collection from puzzlemaster Charles Timmerman. These 300+ brand-new word search puzzles
feature fun and engaging themes, based on a huge range of diverse topics to choose from, for
countless hours of fun! Puzzlers also get a great mental workout: word searches help to improve
vocabulary, memory, and problem-solving skills. This huge puzzle collection is the perfect
companion for word search fans who can't get enough of these bestselling--and addicting--pencil
puzzles.
Just Puzzling! Crosswords & Word Searches is a fun and educational way to entertain your child
anywhere he or she may go! This colorful activity book will provide your child with hours of
entertainment and skill-building practice. The engaging, full-color activity pages reinforce the
basics of reading and math, for children ages 7 and up, through crosswords and word searches.
These challenging puzzles are designed to help your child master critical thinking skills and
improve concentration. With fun and learning on every page, Just Puzzling! is a win-win for you
and your child! --Answer key included. 96 pages.
Yoga for the Brain
The Everything Giant Book of Word Searches, Volume 11
Word Search Books for Kids 9-12
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The Ultimate Space Word Search Collection
Astrology Word Search
Word Searches, Grades K - 1
Word Search Puzzles for Kids Activities Workbooks Age 9 10 11 12 Year Olds

On the train, on the beach, on the sofa ... many people in all parts of the world enjoy doing
wordsearches. If you are studying English and want to learn and practise vocabulary related to
various topics, then this book is for you! The topics reflect the kinds of everyday conversations
that you might have both with native and non-native speakers of English. The topics are also
those that are typically tested in English examinations e.g.TOEFL, Cambridge (First Certificate,
Advanced), IELTS, and Trinity. Each chapter begins with a list of questions to enable you to
have a conversation about a particular topic in various situations: on a social occasion (e.g. a
work dinner, a conference lunch, a party); in the classroom during an English lesson; when
chatting, either face to face or online; and during an English oral exam. After the list of
questions, you will find a Word List associated with the topic and exercises to test your
knowledge of less common words. The final aim is then to find the words from the Word List in
the related Wordsearch. Easy English! is a series of books to help you learn and revise your
English with minimal effort. You can improve your English by: reading texts in English that you
might normally read in your own language e.g. jokes, personality tests, lateral thinking games,
and wordsearches; doing short exercises to improve specific areas grammar and vocabulary, i.e.
the areas that tend to lead to the most mistakes - the aim is just to focus on what you really need
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rather than overwhelming yourself with a mass of rules, many of which may have no practical
daily value. Other books in the Easy English!series include: Wordsearches: Widen Your
Vocabulary in English Test Your Personality: Have Fun and Learn Useful Phrases Word games,
Riddles and Logic Tests: Tax Your Brain and Boost Your English Top 50 Grammar Mistakes:
How to Avoid Them Top 50 Vocabulary Mistakes: How to Avoid Them
In this great resource, you'll find a time-saving, kid-pleasing crossword and word search puzzle
for 25 of your students' favorite books such as Matilda, Harriet the Spy, How to Eat Fried
Worms, Dear Mr. Henshaw, and My Side of the Mountain. The puzzles are perfect for focusing
on key vocabulary and asseeeing reading comprehension. Also includes classroom-tested
prompts for each book that invite students to think, discuss, and write. For use with Grades 4-8.
Entertain your brain for hours with Outer Space and Astronomy word search puzzles. Keep your
mind sharp and learn new vocabulary at the same time. Great for adults, teens, seniors and
anyone who is a word search enthusiast! Good gift for under ten dollars for the game lover in
your life! Features: 60 Space and Astronomy puzzles Large Print for easy reading Hours of
entertainment Large print solutions for every puzzle
Astrology Word Search This puzzle book, is a word search activity book on words relating to
astrology. It has about 40 puzzles on various words. It is a large print puzzle book, that is mostly
for adults who enjoy activities relating astrology. The dimension is, "8.5 X 11" Inches and it
makes a great gift for family or friends. The book has solutions at the end of the book. Again
here is what you are getting with this book: -40 Word Search Puzzles -Astrology Related Words
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-Dimension: "8.5 X 11" Inches -Large Print -Solutions at the end So what are you waiting for?
Get this word search puzzle book for someone you know, who likes astorlogy now!.
Word Search Book For Kids 6-12 Awesome Space
Puzzle Book Space
The Everything Giant Book of Word Searches, Volume IV
51 Large Print Puzzles for All Ages
150 Blockbuster Puzzles for Fans of the Big Screen
Over 300 New Puzzles for Endless Gaming Fun!
Space Word Searches
Author J. C. Wilson compiles 117 puzzles that cover over a thousand persons
and items related to outstanding Black achievements throughout history. Look
up, down, and diagonally to uncover a "hidden treasure" of the names of Black
achievers in a wide range of interesting topics such as arts and entertainment,
business, civil rights, communications, education, literature, politics, sports, and
many more. Sharpen your pencils and test your wits as you delight in
discovering new and exciting trivia facts about individual pioneers such as Hazel
Scott, Biddy Mason, Nat Turner, Max Robinson, James Meredith, Paul Laurence
Dunbar, Garrett A. Morgan, Shirley Chisholm, Joseph Willis, Jack Johnson, and
many more. A brief achievements profile and biographical index at the end of
Giant Word Search Puzzle Book of Notable Black Firsts and Facts provides quick
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information about all of the individuals featured throughout this compilation of
brainteasers. The book also contains a fun multiple choice/true or false quiz that
highlights many Black accomplishments. Every question and answer is
challenging and educational!
A travel-friendly puzzle-packed book that keeps the brain in shape One of the
best ways to exercise the mind is through word and logic games like word
searches and Sudoku. Studies have shown that doing word searches frequently
can help prevent diseases like Alzheimer's and dementia. Word Searches For
Dummies is a great way to strengthen the mind and keep the brain active plus,
it's just plain fun! This unique guide features several different types of word
searches that take readers beyond simply circling the answer: secret shape word
searches, story word searches, listless word searches, winding words, quiz word
searches, and more. It provides a large number of puzzles at different levels that
will both test and exercise the mind while keeping the reader entertained for
hours.
Outer Space Word Search Puzzle Book is great for the full family. It is in LARGE
PRINT for everyone to be able to read. It has 51 Word Search Puzzles about the
Solar System, the Universe, and the planets. There is one puzzle per page. The
solutions are in the back of the book. This makes a PERFECT GIFT for everyone
in the family. Buy more than one and have a WORD SEARCH PUZZLE PARTY.
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Now is the time to CLICK the button in the upper right hand corner and get your
copy.
An all-new collection of over 300 puzzles from puzzle master Charles
Timmerman! The latest collection of word searches is packed with more than 300
new puzzles that feature fun and engaging themes, including literature, popular
culture, nature, history, and geography. This giant collection is the perfect
companion for word search enthusiasts who can’t get enough of puzzles!
Space Wordsearches
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